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 News Loan out two-way star Hooded hostel attraction in south coast town cut short THE only British side in South Africa's
Four Nations tour is to lose their namesake sponsor after the deal fell through over commercial concerns. Bath Rugby will be

the first English club to host a side in the tournament, which takes place in November and December. But due to a dispute over
sponsorship, the only British side in South Africa's Four Nations tour has been cut short. Bath Rugby, the name sponsor of the
South African side, have decided not to continue their deal because of commercial concerns. Bath Rugby director Mike Kench

said: "This has come about because a major regional player, who has also been involved in several other regional and world-
wide competitions with us, has decided that they would be better off promoting their own brand in this tournament." The Six

Nations Grand Slam champions are due to play two matches against the Stormers at Kingsmead on November 22, and also play
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matches against the Stormers, the Bulls and the Cheetahs. But the team will have to find another temporary sponsor to take over
until the end of the tournament, which is being played from November 8-23. Hooded hostel attraction in south coast town cut
short, says Faraz Anjum: The only British side in South Africa's Four Nations tour has been cut short. Bath Rugby, the name
sponsor of the South African side, have decided not to continue their deal because of commercial concerns. Bath Rugby, the
name sponsor of the South African side, have decided not to continue their deal because of commercial concerns. They have

brought their sponsorship to an end, but it's too late to change the name of the team," Anjum told the BBC. The Daily Telegraph
is selling all remaining badges on the back of their matchday programme - they are not allowed to be sold to the public. The side
will be called the Stormers and travel to the UK as the first of its season and will play Bath's home game, but what the hotel in
Fishguard has in common with rugby it does not do business with the BBC. "We do not advertise ourselves as a destination for
rugby tourists," said a spokeswoman. "This is not in the best interests of the club's branding." They added that if they did, they
would be breaching the recently introduced code of conduct. A spokesman for the South African Rugby Union 82157476af
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